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’ INTRODUCTION

Elemental boron possesses many complex crystal structures
consisting of B12 icosahedral or larger cage building blocks.1,2

However, early theoretical calculations suggested that the cage
structures are not stable as isolated units in the gas phase and
planar or quasiplanar structures are more favored.3�8 Over the
past decade, we have combined photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES) and theoretical calculations in a major research effort to
elucidate the structure and bonding in small boron clusters.9�21

We have found that the planarity of boron clusters is primarily
due to 2D electron delocalizations, which have given rise to
concepts of σ- and π-aromaticity, σ- and π-antiaromaticity, or
conflicting aromaticity�antiaromaticity.11,12,22�24 One of the
key structural and bonding features that have emerged from
our joint experimental and computational investigations is that
each planar boron cluster contains an outer boron ring with
strong classical two-center two electron (2c�2e) B�B bonds
and various inner B atom groups that are bonded to the outer ring
via delocalized σ and π bonding.9�21 Among the well character-
ized boron clusters, some are found to be perfectly planar,
whereas others are quasiplanar with the inner atoms exhibiting
some degree of nonplanarity. A question arises: what causes the
nonplanarity?

Some nonplanarity has been traced to antiaromaticity, that is
electronic in origin. One aspect that has not been addressed is if

the nonplanarity can be mechanical in origin, that is, the outer B
ring is too small to fit the central atoms. Two quasiplanar clusters
may belong to this category, B7

� and B12
�. The global minimum

of B7
� is of C2v symmetry with a central B atom significantly out

of plane.15 However, the B8 cluster is a perfect planar cluster with
a B7 ring and a central B atom.11 B12 is a highly stable and
aromatic cluster with a large HOMO�LUMO gap, as revealed
from the PES spectra of B12

�.12 Yet, the global minima of both
B12 and B12

� are nonplanar and have bowl shapes with an outer
B9 ring and an inner out-of-plane B3 triangle. In both B7

� and
B12

�, there is a possibility that the outer B rings are simply too
small to host the central atoms in a perfect planar arrangement,
even though from an electronic point of view planarity clearly
favors electron delocalization in two dimensions. Thus, if the
outer ring can be expanded to release the strain, we expect that
both B7

� and B12
� should favor the perfect planar structures.

In this article, we set out to test the above hypothesis by
substituting a B atom with Al in B7

� and B12
�. Because of the

larger size of Al, it may induce planarity by slightly expanding the
outer ring. We have obtained well-resolved photoelectron spec-
tra of AlB6

� and AlB7
� at several detachment laser wavelengths.

Unbiased global minimum searches are carried out for both
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ABSTRACT: Small boron clusters have been shown to be planar
from a series of combined photoelectron spectroscopy and
theoretical studies. However, a number of boron clusters are
quasiplanar, such as B7

� and B12
�. To elucidate the nature of the

nonplanarity in these clusters, we have investigated the electronic
structure and chemical bonding of two isoelectronic Al-doped
boron clusters, AlB6

� and AlB11
�. Vibrationally resolved photo-

electron spectra were obtained for AlB6
�, resulting in an accurate electron affinity (EA) for AlB6 of 2.49 ( 0.03 eV. The

photoelectron spectra of AlB11
� revealed the presence of two isomers with EAs of 2.16 ( 0.03 and 2.33 ( 0.03 eV, respectively.

Global minimum structures of both AlB6
� and AlB11

� were established from unbiased searches and comparison with the
experimental data. The global minimum of AlB6

� is nearly planar with a central B atom and an AlB5 six membered ring, in contrast to
that of B7

�, which possesses a C2v structure with a large distortion from planarity. Two nearly degenerate structures were found for
AlB11

� competing for the global minimum, in agreement with the experimental observation. One of these isomers with the lower EA
can be viewed as substituting a peripheral B atom by Al in B12

�, which has a bowl shape with a B9 outer ring and an out-of-plane inner
B3 triangle. The second isomer of AlB11

� can be viewed as an Al atom interacting with a B11
� cluster. Both isomers of AlB11

� are
perfectly planar. It is shown that Al substitution of a peripheral B atom in B7

� and B12
� induces planarization by slightly expanding

the outer ring due to the larger size of Al.
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clusters to locate their lowest energy structures, which are then
compared with the experimental data. It is shown that indeed the
Al atom can induce planarization in both clusters.

Relatively little is known about metal-doped boron clusters.
The only experimental studies on metal-doped boron clusters
reported prior to this study concern the structure of two Au-
doped boron clusters, Au2B7

� and AuB10
�, in which the Au

atoms are found to behave like H atoms.25,26 A number of
calculations on Al�B mixed clusters have been reported.27�29

The most relevant work is a report,27 which suggested that a
planar nonacoordinated structure with a central Al atom (D9h) is
the global minimum of AlB9, whereas a decacoordinated (D10h)
structure of AlB10

þ corresponds to a local minimum on the
potential energy surface. The current study shows that, for AlB6

�

and AlB11
�, the aluminum atom avoids hypercoordination and

occupies a peripheral position, inducing planarization to the B7
�

and B12
� parent clusters, respectively.

’EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The experiment was performed
using a magnetic-bottle PES apparatus equipped with a laser vaporiza-
tion cluster source, details of which have been published elsewhere.30

Briefly, the aluminum-doped boron clusters were produced by laser vapor-
ization of a target made of isotopically enriched 10B or 11B (∼10% wt),
Al (∼2.5% wt), balanced by Bi or Au, which acted as binders for the targets
and provided convenient intrinsic calibrants for the apparatus. The vaporiza-
tion laser beam (∼10 mJ/pulse, 7 ns pulse width at 532 nm) was focused
onto the disk target inside the nozzle. The clusters were entrained by the
helium carrier gas supplied by two pulsed valves and underwent a supersonic
expansion to form a collimated cluster beam. The cluster composition and
cooling were controlled by the time delay between the pulsed valves and the
vaporization laser and the resident time of the clusters in the nozzle.31 To
achieve an even higher degree of cluster cooling, some experiments were
carried out using a mixture of 5% Ar in He as a carrier gas. This approach has
been shown recently to produce cold Au cluster anions.32

The anionic clusters were extracted from the cluster beam and
analyzed with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The clusters of interest
(AlB6

� and AlB11
�) were mass selected and decelerated before being

intercepted by a photodetachment laser beam: 193 nm (6.424 eV),
266 nm (4.661 eV), or 355 nm (3.496 eV). Photoelectrons were
collected at nearly 100% efficiency by a magnetic bottle and analyzed
in a 3.5 m long electron flight tube. Photoelectron spectra were
calibrated using the atomic spectra of Bi� or Au�.33,34 The kinetic
energy resolution of the magnetic bottle apparatus, ΔE/E, was typically
∼2.5%, that is ∼25 meV for 1 eV electrons.
Computational Methods. The search for the global minimum

structures of AlB6
� and AlB11

� was performed using the Coalescence
Kick (CK) method.35 The CK method subjects large populations of
randomly generated structures to a coalescence procedure, in which all
atoms are pushed gradually to the center of mass to avoid generation of
fragmented structures, and then optimizes them to the nearest local
minima. The initial CK global minimum search was performed using the
hybrid DFT method known in the literature as B3LYP36�38 with the
small split-valence basis set 3-21G.39 The structures of all the revealed
low-lying isomers were then reoptimized with subsequent frequency
calculations at the B3LYP level of theory using the 6-311þG* basis
set.40�43 Single-point energy calculations for the lowest energy isomers
of both AlB6

� and AlB11
�were performed using the restricted (unrestri-

cted) coupled cluster method with single, double, and noniterative triple
excitations [R(U)CCSD(T)]44�47 with the 6-311þG(2df) basis set at
the geometries optimized at B3LYP/6-311þG*. 3

The vertical detachment energies (VDEs) were calculated using two
levels of theory: 1) the time-dependent DFT method48,49 utilizing the
B3LYP functional with the 6-311þG(2df) basis set at the geometries
optimized at B3LYP/6-311þG* (TD-B3LYP); 2) the restricted
(unrestricted) CCSD(T) calculations with the 6-311þG(2df) basis
set at the geometries optimized at B3LYP/6-311þG*. In the TD-
B3LYP approach, the first VDE of the global minimum of AlB6

� was
calculated as the lowest transition from the singlet state of the AlB6

� anion
into the final lowest doublet state of neutral AlB6 at the B3LYP/6-311þG-
(2df) level of theory at the geometry optimized for the AlB6

� anion at
B3LYP/6-311þG* (B3LYP/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG*). Then
the vertical excitation energies of neutral AlB6 were calculated at the TD-
B3LYP level at theoptimized geometry of theAlB6

� anion andwere added to
the first VDE to obtain the higher VDEs of AlB6

�. The first two VDEs of
AlB11

� were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG*
level of theory as the lowest transitions from the doublet ground state of the
AlB11

� anion into the final lowest singlet and triplet states of neutral AlB11 at
the geometry optimized for the AlB11

� anion. Then the vertical excitation
energies calculated at the TD-B3LYP level for the singlet and triplet states of
neutral AlB11 were added correspondingly to the two lowest VDEs to obtain
the higher VDEs of the AlB11

� anion. Core electrons were frozen in treating
the electron correlation at the CCSD(T) level of theory.

Chemical bonding analysis was performed using the adaptive natural
density partitioning (AdNDP) method23,50,51 at B3LYP/3-21G level
using the optimized B3LYP/6-311þG* geometries. It has been shown
that the results of the AdNDP analysis do not depend much on the level
of theory or basis set used.23,52 All the calculations were performed using
the Gaussian 03 software package.53 Molecular structure visualization
was done using MOLDEN 3.4.54 Molecular orbital visualization was
performed using Molekel 4.3.55

’EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The photoelectron spectra of AlB6
� and AlB11

� are shown in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively, each at three different photodetachment
energies. The spectra measured at 193 nm reveal spectral features with

Figure 1. Photoelectron spectra of AlB6
� at (a) 355 nm (3.496 eV),

(b) 266 nm (4.661 eV), and (c) 193 nm (6.424 eV). Vertical lines in (a)
and (b) represent resolved vibrational structures.
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binding energies up to 6.424 eV, whereas the spectra obtained at lower
photon energies offer better spectral resolution. The electronic transi-
tions are labeled with letters and the measured vertical detachment
energies (VDE) are given in Tables 1 and 2. The band marked as X
usually represents the transition from the ground electronic state of the
anion to that of the neutral species, while the higher binding energy
bands (A, B, ...) denote transitions to excited electronic states of the
neutral cluster.
AlB6

�. The 355 nm spectrum (part a of Figure 1) shows a
vibrationally resolved ground-state transition. The short vibrational
progression, with an average spacing of 480 ( 40 cm�1, and the sharp
onset of the X band suggest a minimal geometry change upon photo-
detachment of an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of the anion. The intense 0�0 vibrational peak of the X band
defines an adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) of 2.49( 0.03 eV, which
also represents the electron affinity (EA) of neutral AlB6. Because of the
small geometry change between the ground state of AlB6

� and AlB6, the
VDE and the ADE are the same.

The 266 nm spectrum (part b of Figure 1) reveals two additional PES
bands (A and B), corresponding to the two lowest-lying electronic
excited states of AlB6. The A band (ADE = 3.74( 0.03 eV) is sharp and
intense with a very short vibrational progression, which yields a
vibrational frequency of 400 ( 50 cm�1 for the first excited state of
AlB6. The A�X energy gap is similar to that observed for the main
isomer of the B7

� cluster (1.2 eV), as reported in ref 15. The B band
(VDE, 3.98( 0.05 eV) is relatively weak, but its intensity is enhanced in
the 193 nm spectrum (part c of Figure 1). There is a weak feature around
4.3 eV (unmarked) in the 266 nm spectrum, whose relative intensity is
also enhanced at 193 nm. A relatively intense band C is observed with a
VDE of 4.61 ( 0.06 eV in the 193 nm spectrum (part c of Figure 1).
There seem to be signals beyond 5 eV, but the signal-to-noise ratios in
the higher binding energy side of the 193 nm spectrum are poor. Only
one feature D is tentatively labeled at a VDE of 5.26 ( 0.05 eV.
AlB11

�. At 355 nm (part a of Figure 2), two intense bands are
observed for AlB11

�. A very sharp band (X) is observed at the threshold
with a discernible vibrational feature, yielding an ADE of 2.16( 0.03 eV.
The second band (X0) with an ADE of 2.33 ( 0.03 eV exhibits a sharp

rise and is rather broad. For both the X and X0 bands, their VDEs are the
same as their ADEs because of the relatively small geometry changes
between the anion and the neutral states, in particular for the X band.
There are two weak, but sharp and well resolved features (unmarked) at
2.90 and 3.15 eV in the 355 nm spectrum. However, the relative
intensities of these two features seem to decrease with the photon
energies, and become negligible in the 193 nm spectrum (part c of
Figure 2).

Following a large energy gap, the 266 nm spectrum (part b of
Figure 2) displays two broad bands, A and B, with VDEs of 4.06 (
0.05 eV and 4.38( 0.05 eV, respectively. At 193 nm (part c of Figure 2),
one more band is observed at the high binding energy side (C, VDE =
5.57 ( 0.05 eV). The parent B12 cluster is a highly stable quasiplanar
cluster with a large HOMO�LUMO gap, as revealed from the PES
spectra of B12

�.12 The PES patterns of AlB11
� are similar to those of

B12
�, except the fact that there are two strong features (X and X0) in the

low binding energy range. These features suggest the presence of low-
lying isomers, which are borne out from the theoretical calculations
(vide infra). We note that the two unmarked weak features observed in
the 355 nm (part a of Figure 2) occur in the HOMO�LUMO gap
region, as will be shown later. We observe these features with both 10B
and 11B isotopes, ruling out contributions from impurities. We attribute
tentatively these weak features to multielectron (shakeup) transitions.

’THEORETICAL RESULTS

AlB6
�. Figure 3 presents the global minimum and all other

isomers of AlB6
�, which were initially found using the CK global

minimum search at the B3LYP/3-21G level of theory. All the
structures were reoptimized at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of
theory with subsequent frequency calculations. The global mini-
mum of AlB6

� was identified as I (Cs,
1A0), which has a nearly

planar hexagonal structure (Figure 3). Four low-lying isomers
(ΔE < 3 kcal/mol) were found at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of
theory: III (ΔE = 0.2 kcal/mol), VII (ΔE = 1.4 kcal/mol), VI
(ΔE = 1.6 kcal/mol), and V (ΔE = 2.6 kcal/mol). To determine
the proper order of the isomers we performed single-point
energy calculations at a higher level of theory (CCSD(T)/6-
311þG(2df) //B3LYP/6-311þG*) for all isomers lying within
20 kcal/mol of the global minimum at the B3LYP/6-311þG*
level of theory. The isomers shown in Figure 3 are arranged and

Figure 2. Photoelectron spectra of AlB11
� at (a) 355 nm, (b) 266 nm,

and (c) 193 nm.

Table 1. Comparison of the Experimental VDEs with the
Calculated Values for Structure I (Cs,

1A0) of AlB6
�, All

Energies Are in eV

VDE (theor)

feature

VDE

(exptl)a
final state and electronic

configuration

TD-

B3LYPb CCSD(T)c

X 2.49(3) 2A0 0 , {...4a025a023a0 024a0 026a025a0 01} 2.30 2.52

A 3.74(3) 2A0 , {...4a025a023a0 024a0 026a015a0 02} 3.79 3.80

B 3.98(4) 2A0 0 , {...4a025a023a0 024a0 016a025a0 02} 4.04 e

C 4.51(4) 2A0 0 , {...4a025a023a0 014a0 026a025a0 02} 4.48 e

D 5.26(4) 2A0 , {...4a025a013a0 024a0 026a025a0 02} 5.43d e

2A0 , {...4a015a023a0 024a0 026a025a0 02} 5.93d e

aNumbers in parentheses represent the uncertainty in the last digit.
bVDEs were calculated at the TD-B3LYP/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-
311þG* level of theory. cVDEs were calculated at the R(U)CCSD(T)/
6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory. dVDE corresponds
to transition of multiconfigurational nature. eVDE value cannot be
calculated at this level of theory.
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enumerated according to the relative energies calculated at the
CCSD(T) level. The relative energies of III, VII, VI, and V
increased considerably (ΔE > 5 kcal/mol) at the CCSD(T) level
as compared to the B3LYP/6-311þG* level, whereas the relative
energy of II decreased from 7.5 kcal/mol (B3LYP) to 4.2 kcal/
mol (CCSD(T)). The structures of AlB6

� containing a planar
tetra- (VIII), penta- (X), and hexacoordinate (XVI) aluminum
atom were found to be high-lying isomers.
AlB11

�. Figure 4 shows all structures of AlB11
� obtained from

the CK global minimum search up to 42 kcal/mol above the
global minimum. Again all of the isomers of AlB11

� were
reoptimized at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level along with frequency
calculations. There are only three low-lying isomers for AlB11

� at
the B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory: XX (ΔE = 0.0 kcal/mol),
XIX (ΔE = 2.3 kcal/mol), and XXI (ΔE = 4.4 kcal/mol); all of
the other structures are much higher in energy by more than 14
kcal/mol above the lowest energy structure. The three low-lying
isomers were further calculated at UCCSD(T)/6-311þG-
(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* and they are ordered accordingly in
Figure 4. At the CCSD(T) level, isomer XIX is the global
minimum, which has a perfect planar structure and can be viewed
as replacing a peripheral B atom from the C3v B12.

12 Isomer XX,

which can be viewed as an Al atom attached to one edge of the
planar B11 cluster,

12 is only 1.0 kcal/mol higher in energy at the
CCSD(T) level and is competing for the global minimum.
Isomer XXI is 3.9 kcal/mol higher in energy at the CCSD(T)
level and it can be viewed as replacing a B atom from the
peripheral of the C3v B12, but at a different position from that of
the global minimum XIX. Isomers in which the Al is inside the
planar structures are much higher in energy (see XXII, XXVII,
and XXIX in Figure 4) and are not viable structures.

’COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND THE-
ORETICAL RESULTS

AlB6
�. According to the relative energies calculated at the

CCSD(T) level, the global minimum I of AlB6
� is significantly

more stable than the nearest low-lying isomer II. Because our
cluster source is relatively cold, as evidenced by the absence of
any measurable hot band transitions (part a of Figure 1), we can
rule out any significant contributions to the PES spectra of AlB6

�

from low-lying isomers. As will be shown below, the main
spectral features are in good agreement with the theoretical
results from the lowest energy isomer I.

Table 2. Comparison of the Experimental VDEs with the Calculated Values for Structures XIX (C2v,
2A2) and XX (C2v,

2B1) of
AlB11

�, All Energies Are in eV

VDE (theor)

feature VDE (exptl)a final state and electronic configuration TD-B3LYPb CCSD(T)c

Isomer XIX

X 2.16(3) 1A1, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

0} 2.04 2.08

A 4.06(5) 3A2, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
12a2

1} 4.00 4.14
1A2, {...7a1

25b2
28a1

21a2
22b1

26b2
29a1

12a2
1} 4.11 e

B 4.38(5) 3B1, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

19a1
22a2

1} 4.42 4.51
3B2, {...7a1

25b2
28a1

21a2
22b1

16b2
29a1

22a2
1} 4.53 4.75

1B1, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

19a1
22a2

1} 4.62 e

3A1, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

12b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 4.89 5.10
1B2, {...7a1

25b2
28a1

21a2
22b1

16b2
29a1

22a2
1} 5.11 e

C 5.57(5) 3A2, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
11a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 5.50 e

1A1, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
21a2

12b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 5.51d e

1A2, {...7a1
25b2

28a1
11a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 5.65 e

3B1, {...7a1
25b2

18a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 5.95 e

3A2, {...7a1
15b2

28a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 5.97 e

1B1, {...7a1
25b2

18a1
21a2

22b1
26b2

29a1
22a2

1} 6.10d e

Isomer XX

X0 2.33(3) 1A1, {...8a1
21a2

26b2
22b1

29a1
23b1

0} 2.20 2.24
1B1, {...8a1

21a2
26b2

22b1
29a1

13b1
1} 4.02 e

3B1, {...8a1
21a2

26b2
22b1

29a1
13b1

1} 4.08 4.19
3A1, {...8a1

21a2
26b2

22b1
19a1

23b1
1} 4.18 4.34

3A2, {...8a1
21a2

26b2
12b1

29a1
23b1

1} 4.23 4.30
1A1, {...8a1

21a2
26b2

22b1
19a1

23b1
1} 4.75 e

3B2, {...8a1
21a2

16b2
22b1

29a1
23b1

1} 5.27
3B1, {...8a1

11a2
26b2

22b1
29a1

23b1
1} 5.55 e

1B1, {...8a1
11a2

26b2
22b1

29a1
23b1

1} 5.69 e

1B2, {...8a1
21a2

16b2
22b1

29a1
23b1

1} 6.06d e

aNumbers in parentheses represent the uncertainty in the last digit. bVDEs were calculated at TD-B3LYP/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* level of
theory. cVDEs were calculated at CCSD(T)/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* level of theory. dVDE corresponds to transition of multiconfigura-
tional nature. eVDE value cannot be calculated at this level of theory.
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The global minimum of AlB6
� is closed shell with a singlet

ground state (Cs,
1A0). Thus, each occupied valence MO is

expected to yield one PES band, resulting in a doublet final
neutral state. The comparison with the calculated VDEs from the
global minimum I is given in Table 1. The first VDE corresponds
to electron detachment from the doubly occupied HOMO (5a00)
to produce the final doublet state (2A00) of neutral AlB6. The
calculated VDE at the CCSD(T) level (2.52 eV) is in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 2.49 eV. The first VDE
calculated at TD-B3LYP is somewhat lower compared to the
experimental data. The second, third, and fourth VDEs corre-
spond to electron detachment from HOMO-1 (6a0), HOMO-2
(4a00), and HOMO-3 (3a00) of the AlB6

� anion into the final 2A0,
2A00, and 2A00 excited states of neutral AlB6, respectively
(Table 1). The calculated second VDE at the CCSD(T) level
(3.80 eV), as well as at TD-B3LYP (3.79 eV), is in excellent
agreement with the experimental value (3.74 eV) from the A
band. We were not able to compute higher VDEs at the CCSD-
(T) level. However, the third and fourth VDEs (4.04 and 4.48
eV) fromTD-B3LYP are in good agreement with the VDEs from
the B band (3.98 eV) and the C band (4.51 eV), respectively.
There are two more detachment channels with VDEs around
5.43 and 5.93 eV from TD-B3LYP (Table 1). Because of poor
signal-to-noise ratios in the higher binding energy range in the

193 nm spectrum (part c of Figure 1), we cannot definitely assign
these two transitions. But they are certainly consistent with the
broad features in this spectral range. The unmarked weak feature
observed around 4.3 eV does not correspond to any computed
detachment channel and it is likely due to a multielectron
(shakeup) transition.
We also calculated the VDEs of isomers II and III (Tables S1

and S2 of the Supporting Information). The calculated VDEs of
isomer II do not agree with the experimental values. Isomer III
corresponds to the triplet excited state of the global minimum I
and yields a slightly lower VDE (2.43 eV) as expected. However,
our PES data are very clean in the low binding energy range
(Figure 1), ruling out any contribution from isomer III. Hence,
the excellent agreement between the experimental and theore-
tical data confirms unequivocally that isomer I is the global
minimum of AlB6

�.
AlB11

�. As shown in Figure 4, isomers XIX and XX of AlB11
�

are within 1.0 kcal/mol of each other at the CCSD(T) level
and should be considered degenerate within the accuracy of
the theory. Thus, both isomers are expected to be present in
our cluster beam and contribute to the observed PES spectra.
Isomer XXI is 3.9 kcal/mol higher in energy at CCSD(T) and
is not expected to have any significant population in the
cluster beam.
The calculated VDEs for isomers XIX and XX are compared

with the experimental data in Table 2. Both isomers give rise to
rather low first VDEs because of the fact that the corresponding
neutral clusters are both closed-shell with largeHOMO�LUMO

Figure 4. Optimized structures for AlB11
�, their point group symme-

tries, spectroscopic states, and relative energies. Relative energies are
given at CCSD(T)/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* and at B3LYP/
6-311þG* (in curly brackets). All the relative energies have been corrected
for zero-point energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level.

Figure 3. Optimized structures for AlB6
�, their point group symme-

tries, spectroscopic states, and relative energies. Relative energies are
given at CCSD(T)/6-311þG(2df)//B3LYP/6-311þG* and at B3LYP/
6-311þG* (in curly brackets). All the relative energies have been corrected
for zero-point energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-311þG* level.
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gaps. The theoretical VDEs for the two isomers are in excellent
agreement with the experimental observations. The first VDE
calculated for XIX at CCSD(T) is 2.08 eV, slightly smaller than
that for XX at 2.24 eV. Thus, the lowest X band observed in the
PES spectra should come from XIX. The experimental VDE of
2.16 eV agrees well with the calculated value of 2.08 eV (Table 2).
The next detachment channel for theXIX isomer comes from the
doubly occupied 9a1 orbital, yielding a triplet (

3A2) excited state
of the corresponding neutral AlB11. The VDE calculated for this
channel at CCSD(T) (4.14 eV) is in good agreement with the
VDE of the A band (4.06 eV). The experimental HOMO�LU-
MO gap (1.90 eV) defined by the X�A VDE difference is also in
reasonable agreement with the calculated value of 2.06 eV. There
is a high density of detachment channels due to the large size of
the AlB11

� cluster and the fact that both triplet and singlet final
states are produced. The calculated spectral pattern is in good
agreement with the congested spectral features in the high
binding energy side. We note that the VDE of XIX (2.16 eV)
is very similar to that of the parent B12

� (2.26 eV).12 The
HOMO�LUMO gap of XIX (1.90 eV) is also similar to that of
B12

� (2.05 eV). However, the X band of XIX is very sharp in
comparison to the first band in the PES spectra of B12

�, sug-
gesting the planar AlB12

� is extremely rigid with little geo-
metry change between the ground states of the anion and the
neutral.
The calculated first VDE forXX at CCSD(T) is 2.24 eV, which

agrees well with the VDE of the X0 band (2.33 eV). The next
detachment channel should be from the doubly occupied 9a1
orbital, similar to XIX, leading to the first triplet excited state
(3B1) of the corresponding neutral. The calculated VDE for this
channel at CCSD(T) is 4.19 eV, which overlaps with the A band
of XIX. There is also a relatively high density of detachment
channels for XX, which all overlap with those of XIX. We further
calculated the VDEs for XXI, as shown in Table S3 of the
Supporting Information. Its first VDE was calculated at 2.27 eV,
which may contribute to the X0 band. The second and higher
detachment channels for XXI all overlap with those of XIX and
XX. On the basis of the energetics, however, we expect the
contributions of XXI to the PES spectra of AlB11

� to be small, if

at all. The overall spectral patterns calculated from XIX and XX
are in excellent agreement with the key features of the experi-
mental spectra confirming the presence of the two nearly
degenerate isomers for AlB11

�. The two weak features observed
at 2.9 and 3.1 eV (part a of Figure 2) occur in the band gap region
for all three low-lying isomers of AlB11

� and cannot come from
direct one-electron transitions from any of these isomers. They
are likely from multielectron (shapeup) processes.

’CHEMICAL BONDING ANALYSES AND AL-INDUCED
PLANARIZATION

AlB6
�.The chemical bonding of the global minimum structure

of AlB6
� was analyzed using the AdNDP method, as given in

Figure 5. The occupation numbers (denoted as ON) of all the
revealed chemical bonds are close to the ideal value of 2.0 |e|. The
bonding in AlB6

� can be explained by the formation of six
peripheral 2c�2e σ-bonds: four B�B σ-bonds and two B�Al σ-
bonds. The rest of the valence electron density is totally deloca-
lized. There are six delocalizedσ-electrons, rendering σ-aromaticity
to AlB6

�, according to the 4n þ 2 rule for aromaticity (n = 1).
There are four delocalizedπ-electrons inAlB6

�, which indicate that
AlB6

� isπ-antiaromatic according to the 4n rule for antiaromaticity.

Figure 5. Chemical bonding analysis for the global minimum of AlB6
�

(isomer I,Cs,
1A0) at the AdNDP/B3LYP/3-21G//B3LYP/6-311þG* level.

Figure 6. Chemical bonding analysis of the two lowest energy struc-
tures of AlB11

� at the AdNDP/B3LYP/3-21G//B3LYP/6-311þG*
level: (a) isomer XIX (C2v,

2A2), (b) isomer XX (C2v,
2B1).
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Therefore, the AlB6
� cluster is an example of a system with

conflicting aromaticity. The π-antiaromatic nature of AlB6
� ex-

plains why this cluster is not perfectly planar, even though the
distortion from planarity is very small. The chemical bonding of the
global minimumof AlB6

� is similar to that of theC2v isomer of B7
�

(1A1).
15 However, AlB6

� is much closer to a perfect planar
structure than its valence isoelectronic B7

�. Clearly, the large
distortion from planarity in B7

� is due to the fact that the B6 ring
is too small to fit a B atom in its center to from a planar hexagonal
structure. Substitution of one B atom by Al at the periphery
decreases the geometric strain for planarity because of the slightly
bigger AlB5 ring due to the larger size of Al.
AlB11

�. We performed chemical bonding analyses using
AdNDP for the two nearly degenerate isomers XIX and XX of
AlB11

�, as shown in Figure 6. The occupation numbers of all the
revealed chemical bonds range from 1.7 to 2.0 |e| for the doubly
occupied bonds and are 1.0 |e| for the singly occupied bonds. The
current AdNDP method is applicable to closed-shell systems
only. Hence, to obtain chemical bonding information for AlB11

�,
which has one unpaired electron, we performed AdNDP analyses
for the closed-shell AlB11

2� and AlB11 at the geometry of the
singly charged anion. The sets of chemical bonding elements for
the doubly charged anion and the neutral species were found to
be the same except for one bond, which is not occupied in the
neutral species (ON = 0.0 |e|) and was doubly occupied in the
doubly charged anion (ON = 2.0 |e|). Thus, we assumed that this
bonding element of the singly charged anion should have an
occupation number of 1.0 |e|, as shown in Figure 6.
According to the AdNDP analysis, the 19 canonical molecular

orbitals for XIX can be transformed into the following bonding
elements (part a of Figure 6): nine peripheral 2c�2e σ-bonds
(seven B�B and two B�Al bonds); two sets of delocalized
σ-bonds (one 3c�2e σ-bond delocalized over the inner B3
triangle and five 3c�2e σ-bonds responsible for bonding be-
tween the inner B3 triangle and the peripheral AlB8 ring); four
delocalizedπ-bonds (two being doubly occupied and delocalized
over three centers, one doubly occupied 5c�2e π-bond, and one
singly occupied 5c-1e π-bond). This cluster can be considered as
doubly σ-aromatic because the 4nþ 2 rule is satisfied for each set
of the σ-bonds: 1) 4n þ 2 = 2 (n = 0) for two σ-electrons
delocalized over the inner B3 triangle; 2) 4nþ 2 = 10 (n = 2) for
the three-center σ-electrons between the inner B3 ring and the
peripheral B atoms. The singly occupied 5c�1e π bond is
derived from the extra electron in the anion. Thus, the neutral
AlB11 corresponding to isomerXIX is a highlyπ-aromatic system
with 6π electrons according to the 4nþ 2 rule (n = 1). The large
HOMO�LUMO gap observed in the PES spectra for XIX
suggests the neutral AlB11 cluster is a highly stable electronic
system consistent with its multiple aromaticity. It is interesting to
note that the peripheral Al atom does not seem to participate in
any of the delocalized bonding. Thus, in the structure XIX
presented in Figure 4 it may be more appropriate to omit the
bonds between the Al atom and the two inner B atoms.
The chemical bonding pattern ofXIX is nearly identical to that of

its valence isoelectronic B12
� cluster.12 The structures of these two

clusters are similar: a B3 triangle inside a nine-atom ring. The only
difference is that the AlB11

� cluster is perfectly planar, whereas in
B12

� the inner B3 ring is slightly out of plane, giving rise to a bowl-
shaped B12

�. Clearly, the B9 ring is too small to host comfortably
the B3 inner ring in B12

�. Substitution of one B atom in the B9 ring
by the bigger Al atom in AlB11

� gives rise to a slightly larger 9-atom
outer ring and a perfectly planar AlB11

� cluster.

The chemical bonding analysis for isomer XX of AlB11
� (part

b of Figure 6) revealed an Al lone pair, nine 2c�2e B�Bσ-bonds,
five delocalized 3c�2e σ-bonds, three totally delocalized 11c�2e
π-bonds, and one 12c�2e singly occupied π-bond. The latter is
derived from the extra electron in the AlB11

� anion. The
chemical bonding of XX suggests that it is basically an Al atom
bonded ionically with a B11

� cluster. We have shown previously
that the B11

� cluster is a highly aromatic planar cluster.12 The
B11

� fragment in AlB11
� has little change from the bare B11

� in
both its structural details and chemical bonding. Thus, the
neutral AlB11 corresponding to XX can be viewed as Alþ[B11

�].

’CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a joint experimental and theoretical study
on the structures and chemical bonding of AlB6

� and AlB11
� to

test if isoelectronic substitution of a B atom by Al in the
nonplanar B7

� and B12
� clusters can induce planarization.

Well-resolved photoelectron spectra were obtained for AlB6
�

and AlB11
� and were compared with theoretical calculations for

the lowest energy structures found from unbiased global mini-
mum searches. The photoelectron spectra of the Al-doped
clusters are similar to those of the bare boron clusters, suggesting
their structural similarity. Our global minimum search showed
that AlB6

� is a nearly planar and highly stable cluster in good
agreement with the experimental data. Two nearly degenerate
perfectly planar isomers were found for AlB11

�, which were both
present in the experiment. The one which is slightly more favored
is the B12

� analogue, in which a peripheral B atom is replaced by
an Al atom. The second isomer, which is only 1 kcal/mol higher
in energy at CCSD(T), is a structure that can be viewed as an Al
atom interacting with a B11

� cluster. The current work shows
that the nonplanarity in B7

� and B12
� is mechanical in nature.

Thus, suitable isoelectronic substitution can be a powerful means
to elucidate the structures and bonding of complex atomic
clusters, as we have shown recently for Cu or Ag substituted
Au clusters.56
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